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"Beer better than Liquor" 
A senior official in the outgoing Winks/Skin 
administration who spoke under condition of 
anonymity was quoted as saying, "I'm sticking with 
beer because I have to drive later." The same source 
allegedly had 2 cases of unknown quality beer in the 
trunk of his car. Said the source, "I figure it'll stay 
pretty cold in the car since it's colder than a witches' 
titty out there." Officials in the new Ditch/Poone 
administration reportedly accused the man of not 
being able to hold his liquor. The source countered 
with, "as soon as I see you keep up with me in a keg 
stand, I'll admit defeat. Until then shut your pie hole." 
Ditch/Poone officials were unavailable for comment. 
 
"Poor Mismanagement, Debauchery under new 
Administration" 
The inauguration ball of the Ditch/Poone 
administration forewarns of 4 seasons of poor 
management and inconsolable residents of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia and the District of 
Columbia; as usual, residents of the state of Maryland 
will continue to be ignored. Constituents are expected 
to drown their misery in alcohol consumption and 
will try to raise their spirits through debauchery and 
song.   
 
When asked if she was disappointed in her loss in the 
past election, outgoing Grand Mistress Titly Winks 
said drunkenly, "Hell no, I'm not depressed! I'm 
looking forward to enjoying my Sundays and not 
being held responsible for these miscreants and their 
constant whining." Other administration officials had 
decided to change parties and look for higher posts in 
the Ditch/Poone administration. Outgoing 
(TallyHo?") SCFC has mutinied to the new position 
of Religious Advisor (RA). When asked if he thought 
he was better than the outgoing RA, REV, SCFC 
responded that he was "looking forward to ruling the 
circle with higher standards and stricter punishments 
for offenders of all levels." Constituents were 
surprised to hear this stance. Cheese Wizz, long 
since exiled to Bowie due to her association with the 
likes of T'n'Eh, commented, "If I had known he was 
going to rule with an iron fist, I would have brought 
more KY." 
 
The ball went on with various shows that were 
purportedly skits. One put on by the outgoing 
administration made light of the old RA and his 

anatomical problems while wearing a sarong in the 
circle. Showing why he had lost the election, REV, 
asked "why is this skit so funny?" His ignorance was 
relieved when RodeoFuck showed him what 
happened when he pulled a string. People who saw 
the display were laughing in fits, causing some 
doctors to worry about pulled diaphragms. 
Thankfully, hashers have moved over to the more 
convienent condom and have long ago given up the 
diaphragm. 
 
The final skit of the evening had ministers of the 
Baptist church and all members of the elite religious 
right in fits as the new Ditch/Poone administration 
arrived in an S&M orgy on stage. Incoming RA at 
first thought I-Dream-Of-Weenie was holding up his 
head until he realized she was tied to GM BadDitch. 
Upon relaxing his head to the floor, he reported that 
he was able to get a revealing look at the new GM's 
policies. "She has nice legs and wears leather panties, 
" he was later heard saying. 
 
"Brewmeisters counter Campaign Finance Fraud, 
Blow start Van" 
Outgoing Winks/Cheese administration officials have 
commented that they look forward to dodging 
allegations of shirked responsibility and transferring 
them to the new administration. "People have been 
accusing me of poor beer selection for years," 
complained outgoing brewmeister, PIO. "Finally I'll 
be able to criticize others in their bad taste in beer 
selection and drink my PBR in peace." Recent polling 
indicates that PIO's strife to support the PBR 
brewery may have drawn some success in recent 
years. Shouts of "Heineken, Schmeineken, fuck that 
shit! Pabst Blue Ribbon!" can be heard throughout 
hashes in the DC metro area and PBR sales are up 
35% in the past 3 quarters. 
 
PIO has been accused of heavy influence by 
campaign contributions by distributors of PBR and 
Schlitz. Incoming Brewmeister, F'em Dano says that 
while representatives from Miller and Budweiser had 
approached him, that he had turned down their offers 
citing that their beverages did not meet his exacting 
standards. Loyal followers of PIO and his PBR 
legacy were dishearten saying "they hoped there 
would be room for the lower classes of beer in this 
seemingly high-brow administration." 
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In what is likely to be the only sign of solidarity 
between the two brewmeisters, both worked dick in 
hand to start SSBB after the bitter cold had made 
starting her near impossible. Both reportedly tried to 
blow start her, but the extra experience of PIO from 
working so many years in Dupont Circle prevailed. 
After removing his lips from the tail pipe, PIO was 
quoted saying "What is this new administration going 
to do without these skills?" Dano committed himself 
to going to training classes at Freddie's in Crystal 
City. 
 
"EWH3 official assaults outgoing GM" 
In what appeared to be an unprovoked attack, EWH3 
RA, SloppyHo, was cited with one count of assault 
and battery when she allegedly body checked 
outgoing GM MellowForeskinCheese so violently 
that he fell to the ground. The attack resulted in 
uncounted broken bones, bruises and potential brain 
damage. When asked what had provoked her, MFC 
could only recall talking about donuts and that maybe 
SloppyHo had taken that as an affront to senior 
EWH3 official, MondayStickyMonday. EWH3 
administration officials were unavailable for 
comment. 
 
"38Flavors excised of Snake Demons" 
38Flavors was spotted impersonating the snakeskin 
top she was wearing. After slithering on the floor and 
trying to molt by taking her clothes off, religious 
adviser SCFC was called in to perform an exorcism 
on the helpless victim. After being provided a shot of 
Tequila, 38Flavors appeared to recover saying "it 
must have been the MezCal I had earlier." 
 
"Disaster at table 24" 
A disaster resulting in the expedient removal of 
Ditch/Poone administration scribe, SnatchShot, 
outgoing administration scribe R-U-N?, and 
RunWaySnatch was the result of excessive and 
dangerous dancing at table 24. TwoLipsInTheBush 
and 50DollarBitch were spotted attempting to 
maintain the integrity of the table by holding it down 
and act as a spotter, but were overwhelmed by the 
overzealous show of excitement displayed on the 
table. "Jell-O shots broke my wife," incoming 
HareRazor and concerned husband, BigBang, was 
quoted as saying. "I don't know why I felt so 
intoxicated," claimed SnatchShot. BigBang blamed 
it on the 10 Jell-O shots she had consumed during the 

night and the two had to be removed from the scene 
in what appeared to be a domestic dispute waiting to 
happen. All other participants seemed to have 
weathered the incident without further injury, though 
allegations of whiplash and unwarranted "bad-
touching" remain to be settled between the rescuers. 
 
"Incoming RA cited with Hash Shit, loss of 
government property, abuse of authority" 
Recently elected RA, SCFC, was cited with the 
HashSh!t twice on the first day of his reign. During 
an early morning recovery event being held at the 
gracious HasherHumper and SpinalTap's abode, 
allegations of loss of government property arose. In 
particular, unnamed officials later recovered the 
Yarmulke that had been presented to him during his 
inauguration event. "I'm wearing the appropriate 
apparel," SCFC cried in his defense. However, it was 
noted that it was not the official WH4 supplied and 
did not carry the official seal of the WH4. Given 
proof of his delinquency, SCFC acquiesced and 
received the HashSh!t. 
 
Later in the afternoon, during the normal WH4 event, 
SCFC was again cited for the HashSh!t for abuse of 
his newfound authority of RA. During the naming of 
incoming administration OreHo, formerly known as 
Just Jason, now known in the WH4 hashing tradition 
and throughout the world of hashing as 
YellowSubmarine for his pension in urinating in 
inappropriate locations while drunk and an anal 
fetish, SCFC was cited for allegedly taking far too 
long to pour far too much beer over 
YellowSubmarine given the current weather 
conditions that put temps well below that of a Witch's 
Titty in a cast iron bra.  
 
Before this blatant abuse of power, the new RA also 
professed his new ambitious agenda of "cracking 
down on violent offenders, icing down anyone who 
disagrees with his policies, and subjecting the hash to 
his eccentricity." TwoLipsInTheBush, who was 
subjected to a public icing in the sub-zero 
temperatures said, "He said I looked at him funny, 
well it's not my fault. He was making obscene 
gestures to former administration officials and I 
couldn't help but laugh." TwoLipsInTheBush hopes 
to appeal the case to the court of supreme 
drunkenness and to at least have his sentence of ice 
sitting reduced with time served.        -Two Lips 


